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We use vertical aerial photographs and LiDAR topographic survey data to estimate dune migration rates in
the Victoria Valley dunefield, Antarctica, between 1961 and 2001. Results confirm that the dunes migrated an
average of 1.5 m/year. These values are consistent with other estimates of dune migration from cold climate
deserts and are significantly lower than estimates from warm deserts. Dune migration rates are retarded by
the presence of entrained ice, soil moisture and a reversing wind regime. Dune absorption, merging and limb
extension are apparent from the time-series images and account for significant changes in dune form and the
field-scale dune pattern. Dune-field pattern analysis shows an overall increase in dune-field organization
with an increase in mean dune spacing and a reduction in total crest length and defect density. These data
suggest that dunes in other cold desert environments on Earth, Mars or Titan, that may also have inter-
bedded frozen laminae, still have the potential to migrate and organize, albeit at lower rates than dunes in
warm deserts.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Aeolian dunes are found in many polar desert landscapes. They
often contain mixed deposits of wind-driven snow, sand, silt,
vegetated debris and other detritus i.e. niveo-aeolian deposits (e.g.,
Cailleux, 1978). The presence of these ice-cemented deposits in dunes
is thought to retard dune migration rates by providing mechanical
resistance to sediment release (Lindsay, 1973; Selby et al., 1974).
Seasonal snow fall, ground frost and freezing pore-water may also
limit sediment entrainment while blankets of snowmay operate as an
extensive sediment trap.

There are a suite of other controls, also unique to cold climate
deserts, that may serve to enhance sediment transport and the rate of
dune migration. Wind-tunnel experiments indicate that owing to
temperature-dependent air density, sand transport rates may be as
much as 70% greater in cold desert temperatures than for an equivalent
wind speed in a warm desert (e.g., −40 °C compared to +40 °C)
(McKenna Neuman, 2004). Field data from Victoria Valley, Antarctica
support the experimental data and show that the threshold wind
velocities required to entrain sediment there are lower than warm
desert locations (5.5 m/s as opposed to 6 to 7.5 m/s) (Ayling and
McGowan, 2006). This may explainwhy the unique polar desert of the
McMurdo Dry Valleys in Antarctica have sand flux rates that are higher
than many other desert regions (Lancaster, 2002). In addition to air
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temperature effects, saltation canbe sustained over frozen surfaces at a
lower wind shear velocity, in many instances due to the freezing of
pore-water in surface sediments (McKenna Neuman, 1989). Where
pore ice sublimes, sediment availability increases through sediment
release and the breakdown of sediment aggregates by freeze-thaw
action (McKenna Neuman, 1990; van Dijk and Law, 2003).

There are limited published data on the migration rates of dunes in
cold deserts. Marin and Filion (1992) estimated a migration rate for
sub-arctic dunes of 1.1 m/year and previous estimates of Antarctic
dune migration suggest rates of 2.0 and 2.4 m/year (Calkin and
Rutford, 1974; Selby et al., 1974).

As a first step towards better understanding dune morphody-
namics and migration rates in cold climate deserts we undertook a
remote sensing study that used a time-series of aerial photographs
and airborne-derived laser topography (LiDAR) data of the Victoria
Valley, Antarctica, over a 40-year period. These data will also help to
identify the potential effect of climate change on sediment transport
in polar regions; be used to assess aeolian system response during past
glacial periods, and will also help in understanding the potential
transport-limiting and sediment availability effects of snow and ice on
other planetary surfaces such as Mars and Titan.

2. The study area

The Victoria Valley lies approximately 350 to 400m above sea level
in the mountainous coastal region of southern Victoria Land,
Antarctica (Fig. 1). The geology of the area comprises complex folded
marble, gneisses and coarse-grained granitic intrusive, and arkosic
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Fig. 1. Location of Victoria Valley, Antarctica. Dune-field location is indicated by the white arrow shown at the base of the Packard Glacier.
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and quartzose sandstones that overlie dolerite sills (Calkin and
Rutford, 1974). The eastern margin of the Victoria Valley has been
subject to glacial advance and retreat by the Victoria Lower Glacier
which probably began 50,000 years ago (Calkin, 1971). At times in the
geologic past lacustrine processes are believed to have played an
important role in the Victoria Valley (Hall et al., 2002). However, the
Victoria Valley is thought to have remained largely ice-free for much
of the past 13.6 My (Sugden and Denton, 2004).

Climatically the Victoria Valley is a hyper-arid polar desert with a
present day mean annual temperature of−27.4 °C (Doran et al., 2002).
Mean daily summer temperatures rise from−18 °C in early November
to between −5 °C and −3 °C in December and January, with maxima
occasionally N+5 °C during foehn southwesterly winds (Speirs et al.,
2008). Surface soil temperatures may be 3–10 °C higher than air
temperatures on sunny days (Miotke, 1985) with maxima N+20 °C
(Speirs et al., 2008). Annual precipitation is estimated to be b10 mm
water equivalent (Chinn, 1990). A minor amount of snowfall occurs
during the summerandwhat does has been noted to either evaporate or
sublime rapidly with littlemoisture penetration into the surface (Calkin
and Rutford,1974). Although snowfalls do blanket Victoria Valley dunes
(e.g., Fig. 2d), the thickness varies as freshly fallen snow is generally
loose, fine grained and easily entrained by wind (Miotke, 1985).

The Victoria Valley is subject to a bi-directional wind regime as
shown in Fig. 3. Winter is dominated by a light, localized southwest to
northwest katabatic airflow which originates from valley sidewalls
with average wind speeds b2.5 m/s. In summer, thermally generated
easterlywinds dominatewith highermeanwind speeds of 7.5m/s and
daily averagemaximumwind speeds of 15m/s (Ayling andMcGowan,
2006; Speirs et al., 2008) (Fig. 3). They develop due to differential
surface heating between the low albedo valley floors and the high
albedo cold glacier surfaces to the east, analogous to a sea breeze
circulation (McKendry and Lewthwaite, 1992). These thermotopo-
graphic winds may be disrupted by topographically modified warm,
gusty and dry downslope foehn southwesterly winds that may exceed



Fig. 2. Series of vertical air photos used in this study. a) TMA 5391-006, 7th of November 1959, 6096 m. b) Mosaic of TMA 961-F317 and TMA 970-F586, January 27th, 1961, unknown
elevation. c) TMA2777-F37, January18th,1972, 26,000 ft. d) TMA2896-F68, February 3rd,1981, 26,000 ft. e)TMA2470-F165m January18th1983, 26,000 ft. f) Sub-sceneof LiDAR(hillshade
view). Data collected 2001. g) Subset of oblique aerial photograph of the Victoria Valley dunefield taken February 21st, 1947. This is the earliest know photograph of the dunefield.
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20 m/s (Thompson, 1973; Ayling and McGowan, 2006). These winds
develop in response to topographic modification of southwesterly
gradient airflow by the Olympus Range which forms the southern
border of Victoria Valley. The foehn is channeled along the axis of the
Victoria Valley to blow from approximately 220° to 245° (Fig. 3).
During winter these winds may cause air temperature increases of
greater than 30 °C in only 30min and are believed to play an important
role in maintaining the snow-free character of the Victoria Valley.

Wind speeds exceeded the threshold entrainment velocity of
5.5 m/s for fine-grained surficial sediments of the Victoria Valley 27%
of the time during winter and 74% of the time during summer (Ayling
and McGowan, 2006). These data suggest the potential for a high
annual rate of sand dune migration under favorable conditions
particularly during foehn southwesterly conditions.

2.1. The Victoria Valley dunes

Five types of (organized) aeolian sand deposits have been reported
in the Victoria Valley: barchan, barchanoid, whale back, climbing
dunes and sand sheets (Lindsay, 1973; Calkin and Rutford, 1974; Selby



Fig. 3. Wind speed and direction plot for Lake Vida, Victoria Valley 1996–2005.
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et al., 1974; Miotke, 1985). We focus our study on the Victoria Valley
dunefield which is identifiable in the oldest oblique aerial photograph
taken of the valley in 1947 (Fig. 2g). Similar to today, the 1947
dunefield consisted of a series of transverse ridges and barchan dunes
located along the northern side of lower Victoria Valley near the
terminus of Packard Glacier. The sediment source of the dune sands is
the Lower Victoria Valley outwash glacio-fluvial sediments (Selby
et al., 1974) with additional sediment contributions from the weath-
ering of exposed bedrock and erratic boulders (Calkin, 1964; Calkin
and Rutford, 1974).

The dunefield covers an area of ~1.5 km2 in a belt which is about
3.1 km long. Thedunes are orientated SW–NEsuggesting the dominance
of the easterly summer winds (Fig. 4b). They are transverse in form and
are at various degrees of development, including, barchans, crescentic
ridges and sandmounds. A series of low embryonic dunes lie east of the
dunefield (Lindsay,1973; Selby et al.,1974). The southern horns ofmany
of the dunes are elongate. The windward side of dunes is convex with
slopes varying from 3° to 18° (Morris et al., 1972; Lindsay, 1973; Selby
et al.,1974). On some dunes the average slope increases from about 6° to
Fig. 4. Rose diagrams showing the frequency of crestline orientations in (a) 1961 and (b) 2001
bin.
~15° at approximately 2/3 of the distance up the windward slope. This
change in slope coincides with increased moisture at the surface from
the melting of shallowly buried snow and ice (Lindsay, 1973).

2.2. Niveo-aeolian and de-nivation in Victoria Valley

The aeolian deposits of Victoria Valley are the primary site for
understanding landforms and process rates for perennial niveo-
aeolian environments. Following snowfall, drifts are preferentially
preserved at the foot of the dune windward slope, at the toe of the
avalanche face where they may become buried, and in the interdune
area between closely spaced and merging dunes. In addition, sastrugi
and micro-snow dunes can form on the dune windward slope and
become buried by sand (Miotke, 1985).

Morphologic and stratigraphic features typical of, and unique to,
polar desert dunes have been noted in Victoria Valley. Overhanging
cornices of snow-cemented sand about 0.5 m to 1 m thick were
reported to form during winter and slide down the western lee slopes
as temperatures rise during summer. In addition, beds of frozen sand
. Data are binned in 22.5° sectors. Circles indicate percent of total datawithin each sector



Fig. 5. (Left) View across the erodedwindward slope of a barchan dune in Victoria Valley showing protruding snow and ice-cemented sand layers. (Right) Shallowmanual excavation
of a barchan dune in the Victoria Valley. Section reveals inter-bedded snow, ice and frozen sand.
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are exposed on thewindward dune slopes beneath loose dry sand, and
arcuate and linear frozen dune beds of snow and intermixed sand
occur in the interdune, marking the former locations of dunes (Morris
et al., 1972; Lindsay, 1973; Calkin and Rutford, 1974; Selby et al., 1974).

The internal stratigraphy of the Victoria Valley dunes show inter-
bedded sand, snow and ice layers, which were suggested to be annual
winter or storm deposits (Selby et al., 1974) (Fig. 5). The snow laminae
are discontinuous, and their thickness varies, as does the proportion of
snow in the sand layers (Miotke, 1985). Selby et al. (1974) noted that
the upper 50mm of sand had uniform bedding of fine laminae parallel
to the surface. The top 10 mm of which was dry and the lower 40 mm
damp. Excavation of the windward slope shows a complex cut-and-fill
stratigraphy with beds that reverse-dip up to 29°, suggesting that the
barchans were seasonally reversing (Lindsay, 1973). However, the
extent and depth to which the dunes reverse is thought to be minor
(Morris et al., 1972; Calkin and Rutford, 1974).
Table 1
Previous measurements of dune change in the Victoria Valley dunefield.

Method Period of survey Findings

Monumented
Stake measurements nd Move westward≤5 cm/day
8 bamboo poles near toe of dune
slip face

29 days 4.8 cm/day
1961–1962 1.1 cm/day
1962–1969

13 dunes 30 days Dec 9th,
1980–Jan 9, 1981

Average of 3.4 m over 30 days
(1.67–6.02 m)
11.2 cm/day (5–20 cm/day)

Trenched avalanche face
Movement beyond damp core Austral summer to

Jan 1, 1972
5.2 cm/in 24 hour period 1.1 m

Trench 1 m of loose sand on slip face. Sugg
~2 m/year.

Photogrametric
Aerial photographs 1959–1962 13 m (−6 to 62) 8.5 m (−14 to 28

1962–1968 2.4 m/year
Aerial photographs and LiDAR 1961–2001 1.5 m/year (0.8–2.8)
2.3. Previous dune migration studies

Estimates of dune migration for the Victoria Valley dunefield have
been determined during short field visits (~30 days) using two
approaches: (1) by monumenting the position of dune avalanche
faces with stakes, and (2) by trenching the dune avalanche face to
estimate the thickness of fresh seasonal deposits (Table 1). Calkin and
Rutford (1974) placed eight stakes along the toe of a single dune
located immediately east of the Packard Glacier meltwater stream
during the 1961–1962 field season. They estimated a migration rate of
4.8 cm/day. In a later study 13 dunes were monumented and a higher
average migration rate of 11.2 cm/day reported with a range between
5 and 20 cm/day (Miotke, 1985).

The estimates from avalanche face trenching were similar. One
study measured a rate of 5.2 cm in a 24 hour period and a 1.1 m thick
deposit for the field season (Lindsay, 1973). A second study measured
Notes Reference

During the warmer months (Calkin, 1964)
(Calkin and Rutford,1974)

Burial of 5 poles. Generally westward movement
but eastward retreat at 3 poles
Measured east and west of the Packard stream (Miotke, 1985)

Average winds of 2.5 m/s. Average 5.2
avalanches/min

(Lindsay, 1973)

ested (Selby et al., 1974)

) Transport only during 4 months of year (Calkin and Rutford,1974)

(Bourke et al., this study)
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1 m of avalanche face aggradation and suggested an annual dune
migration rate of 2 m/year (Selby et al., 1974).

The differential migration rate of dunes along their crestlines have
been noted in two studies. Calkin and Rutford (1974) in later field visits
to their monumented site (1965 and 1968) noted an eastward retreat of
the dune at three pole locations. Miotke (1985)measured themigration
rate along a dune crest over 31 days (Dec 9th 1980–Jan 9th 1981). The
maximum rates of dune migration were located towards the center of
the dune crest (a total of 6.3 m), while the arms moved 1.5 and 2.8 m.

More extreme event-based measurements of dune crest move-
ment were found by Speirs et al. (2008) to be 225 cm/day during
foehn southwesterly winds and 51 cm/day during thermally driven
easterly valley winds.

Longer-term photogrametric monitoring of dune changes in
Victoria Valley have been undertaken using vertical aerial photo-
graphy. Morris et al. (1972) qualitatively compared aerial photographs
from 1962 and 1970 and observed ‘little difference in the dune
patterns.’ A later study used photography (from 1959, 1962 and 1968)
and found an erratic movement of the dunes, reporting a total dune
displacement between −14 and +62 m (Calkin and Rutford, 1974)
and an average rate of 2.4 m/year. These studies suggest that
individual dunes in the Victoria Valley dunefield move at different
rates, are capable of migrating to the west and to the east, and have
differential migration rates along a dune crestline.

3. Methodology

Vertical aerial photographs of the Victoria Valley dunes obtained
from the USGS Antarctic Resource Center (from 1959, 1961, 1972, 1981
and 1983) were combined with high-resolution airborne LiDAR
topography, collected in 2001 (Fig. 2f). The aerial photograph from
1947 is oblique and was not included in our survey. The 2 m Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) of Mount Doorley Ridge, West that includes
our area of interest was provided by the USGS Atlas of Antarctic
Research (Schenk et al., 2004). The post-processed LiDAR data provide
Fig. 6. Shaded topographic model generated from LiDAR DEM (2001) of Victoria Valley dune
collect morphometry and migration data. Dotted line indicates location of dunefield profile s
dune slip faces.
horizontal grid spacing of 2 m and vertical accuracies to ~5 cm in a
Lambert Conformal Conic Projection. Archived greyscale and color
aerial photographs for the same region were scanned into digital
format using a high-resolution scanner. All images were then re-
sampled to a uniform pixel dimension tomatch the same 2mper pixel
of the LiDAR-derived DEM. It is worth noting that all image pixels were
scaled to a reduced resolution.

To provide geospatial information to the un-rectified images,
morphologically similar features common to both the DEM and the
aerial photographs were selected and used as ground control points
(GCP). Aminimum of 150 GCPs were selected for each image and DEM
pair to increase accuracy. We used PCI Geomatics image processing
software to register all images using a 1st order polynomial fit and
nearest neighbor algorithm. This technique is subject to error, given
that the resolution of each image differs and features used during
image registrationmay change over time. However, because of the low
rates of physical and chemical weathering that occur in Victoria Valley,
many recognizable features persisted over the 40-year survey
allowing common control points to be used throughout the registra-
tion process. All photographs were rectified with a total Root Mean
Square (RMS) error of 3.5 or less. Because the highly accurate 2mDEM
was used as the primary control, consistencywas achieved from image
to image. No image-to-image processing occurred during the
rectification process in order to minimize RMS error propagation.
Dune morphometric data (height, windward slope length and horn-
to-horn width) were collected from all clearly identifiable dunes
within the dunefield using the 1961 and 1981 aerial photograph and a
shaded topographic model generated from the LiDAR DEM. Crestline
length and dune spacingweremeasured on the 1961 and 2001 images
at selected sample point locations (Fig. 6). Crestline length was
measured continuously along a crestline between dune terminations.
Spacing was measured as perpendicular as possible between dune
crests through the middle of the dunefield. Crestline orientation for
1961 and 2001 was measured along a line between dune terminations
and plotted using rose diagrams (Fig. 4).
field (enlarged from Fig. 2f). Numbers indicate location of measurement points used to
hown in Fig. 8. Box shows location of study area in Fig. 9. Arrows indicate orientation of



Fig. 7. Digitized crestlines from 1961 (dashed line) and 2001 (solid line).

Table 2
Morphometry of the Victoria Valley dunes.

Dune # Dune height,
2001 (m)

Dune width,
1961 (m)

Dune width,
2001(m)

Dune length,
1961 (m)

Dune length
2001 (m)

1 9.0 179 200 69.5 74
2 6.0 176 140 36 26
3 4.0 258 90 90 22
4 11.0 157 114 73 27
5 3.0 156 121 41 30
6 6.0 276 155 47 36
7 3.0 96 76 43 14
8 2.0 262 184 47 16
9 6.9 481 638 35 52
10 7.0 165 160 43 30.7
11 1.8 471 247 43 75
12 8.1 223 118 43.7 40
13 8.5 174 154 27 46
14 7.9 264 341 53 38
15 4.6 nd nd nd nd
16 5.8 275 224 20 31
17 2.4 107 148 26 26
18 4.1 108 195 42 48
19 2.1 nd nd nd nd
20 2.6 nd 101 nd 36
Average 5.3 225.2 189.2 45.8 37.1
Averagea 5.9 236.5 184.4 49.1 37.6
Averageb 4.2 188.5 201.8 35.3 35.8

Dune height was estimated from the LiDAR data set by selecting the highest point along
the dune crest or brink and a point at the foot of the avalanche slope and calculating the
difference. Dune width is a measure of the distance between horns and dune length is
measured from the foot of the windward slope to the dune brink. The location of the
measurement points are shown in Fig. 6.

a Average of dunes located east of the Packard glacier meltwater stream.
b Average of dunes located west of Packard glacier meltwater stream.
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Defect density (ρ) is a field-scale measure of the number of the
defect pairs (N) per unit length of crestline (L), ρ=N/L (Werner and
Kocurek, 1999), where defects represent terminations of dune
crestlines. Cumulative log frequency plots are used to represent the
distributions of dune spacing and crest length. This procedure is
adopted from reservoir characterization (Jensen et al., 2000) and
sediment grain size analysis (Sinclair, 1976) and has been applied to
dune-field pattern characterization (Beveridge et al., 2006; Ewing
et al., 2006; Derickson et al., 2008).

To estimate the dune migration rate, crestlines were mapped for
each georectified image (1961–2001) using ESRI's ArcGIS software.
The 1959 data were not included in migration estimates because of
georectifying issues related to the slightly oblique nature of the image.
The distances dunes moved between time steps were ultimately
quantified in theGIS. Fig. 7 shows the digitized crestlines from the 1961
and 2001 datasets. Becausemany of the dunesmerged over the survey
period, we confined our observations to 20 clearly identifiable points
on dune crests (see Fig. 6 for location). However, in some locations the
dune morphodynamics were very complex through time and sub-
jective inferences were made on the new position of the dune. These
inferences were kept to a minimum but we note they are a source of
error.

4. Results

4.1. Dune morphometry, spacing and orientation

LiDAR data show that the Victoria Valley dunes range in height
between 2 and 11 mwith a mean of 5.3 m (Table 2). This differs from
previously reported field measurements of between 3 and 13 m with
an average of approximately 10 m (Lindsay, 1973; Calkin and Rutford,
1974; Selby et al., 1974). In 2001 the dunes were on average, 37 m long
and 190 m wide. Crestline lengths were on average 209 m and mean
dune spacing was 130 m. Between 1961 and 2001 the stoss slope
length, horn-to-horn width, total crestline length and defect density
decreased. However, the average crestline lengths and dune spacing
increased. Average dune horn-to-horn widths decreased over the
survey period (225m to 190m)while crestline lengths increased (181
to 209m). This trend reflects an overall increase in the dune curvature
between 1961 and 2001 (evident also in Fig. 9d).

We compared dune morphometry between the eastern and
western dunefield (separated by the Packard meltwater stream; see
Fig. 2e for stream location). In 1961 the eastern dunes were longer and
wider than the western dunes. In the 2001 data average widths were
greater in the western half of the dunefield and dune lengths
remained the same.

The north-northeast to south-southwest crestline orientations
remained unchanged between 1961 and 2001 (Fig. 4). This is in
agreement with the findings of Ayling and McGowan (2006) who
investigated dust deposits on the adjacent Victoria Glacier and found
no evidence for change in the synoptic-scale weather pattern in the
last 35 years for the region.

4.2. Dune migration rates

The nineteen sample dunes in the Victoria Valley dunefield moved
on average 62 meters to the west during the 40-year survey period.
This translates to an average dune migration rate of 1.5 m/y. Rates
between 1961 and 1981 were lower (1.3 m/year) than those between
1981 and 2001 (1.7 m/year) (Table 3). Individual dunes displayed
considerable variation in movement with values ranging from 20m to
a maximum of 112 m over the 40-year period. The formation of a new
dune at the western margin (dune 20, Fig. 6) marks an elongation of
the dunefield by ~200 m. No correlation is observed between dune
position in the dunefield and migration rate, although terminations
that extend toward the valley floor show the greatest degree of change
(Fig. 7). For example, one dunemoved 20m along its northern section
(pt. 14) and 67 m along its southern (pt. 15, Fig. 6).



Fig. 8. Long-profile through the Victoria Valley dunefield derived from LiDAR data. Transect trends from northeast to southwest across the dunefield. Location of profile is indicated in
Fig. 6. Data show topographic rise in the vicinity of the Packard glacier. Numbers indicate sample location. Note the profile does not coincide with the highest point on all dunes.
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4.3. Dune morphodynamics and dune-field pattern evolution

We examined dunes in the eastern part of the dunefield to
investigate their morphodynamics. Fig. 9(a–c) shows significant
changes in dune position and morphology. In this section of the
dunefield, migration distances for individual dunes ranged from 33 to
87 m over 40 years. These variable rates led to dune merging, lateral-
linking and absorption. Flume studies show that absorption may be a
function of the relative size of the dunes; the data suggest that if the
ratio of the impacting dune to the target dune is too small, then the
smaller dune is absorbed rather than causing the larger dune
downwind to split (Endo et al., 2004). Data presented here is the
first field evidence to support the flume results. In the 1961 image a
series of proto-dunes are visible upwind of the dunefield (Fig. 9a, i),
which by 1981 had become less numerous and are inferred to have
been absorbed into the larger dunes. By 2001 several new dunes
appear and are actively merging with larger dunes downwind (Fig. 9c,
ii). Fig. 9a, iii, shows a small barchan on the windward slope of Dune 1
in 1961. This dune is absent in subsequent images, thus suggesting
absorption. The effect of larger dune collision is illustrated in Fig. 10.
The image sequence shows the lateral-linking of two smaller crests
over time, a defect attaching to a downwind crest and the emergence
of a new dune. Fig. 11 shows a merger that has destabilized the
Table 3
Movement distances of sand dunes in Victoria Valley, Antarctica.

Dune # 1961–1981
(m)

m/year 1981–2001
(m)

m/year 1961–2001
(m)

m/year

1 14 0.7 19 1.0 33 0.8
2 22 1.1 44 2.2 66 1.7
3 52 2.6 23 1.2 75 1.9
4 19 1.0 14 0.7 33 0.8
5 25 1.3 54 2.7 79 2.0
6 30 1.5 57 2.9 87 2.2
7 20 1.0 48 2.4 68 1.7
8 33 1.7 51 2.6 84 2.1
9 41 2.1 25 1.3 66 1.7
10 41 2.1 39 2.0 80 2.0
11 17 0.9 28 1.4 45 1.1
12 28 1.4 16 0.8 44 1.1
13 16 0.8 25 1.3 41 1.0
14 0 0.0 20 1.0 20 0.5
15 13 0.7 54 2.7 67 1.7
16 16 0.8 9 0.5 25 0.6
17 54 2.7 58 2.9 112 2.8
18 34 1.7 34 1.7 68 1.7
19 37 1.9 44 2.2 81 2.0
Average 26.9 1.3 34.8 1.7 61.8 1.5

Distances were measured between mapped dune crests with a pixel resolution of 2 m.
Error margins are estimated to be in the order of ±10 m.
downwind crestline resulting in the break-up of the downwind crest
and lateral-linking of two crestlines.

We show the evolution of two dunes in outline form at three time
steps (1961, 1981 and 2001) (Fig. 9d). Dune 5 migrated 79 m west and
changed shape assuming a more crescentic form and reducing crest
length from206 to 148manddune length by 10m.Dune7 is an example
of the development of asymmetry due to en echelon coalescing. In the
first time-step there are two dunes, the smaller of which lies downwind
of a barchan limb of dune 7. In the next time-step, these two dunes have
merged by the attachment of the limb to the windward slope of the
smaller dune. In the final time-step, dune 7 is strongly asymmetric
having preferentially extended the limb that merged and absorbed the
smaller downwind dune. The downwind coalescence of dunes has not
been reportedpreviouslyasa triggerof duneasymmetry.Overallwenote
an increase in dune asymmetry along the southern limbs of barchans
close to the central valley axis. This may be due to higher wind velocities
in this location but may also be triggered by en echelon coalescing.

Cumulative log frequency plots provide a means to characterize
the statistical properties of the dune spacing and crest length
populations comprising the dunefield. Fig. 12 shows that the datasets
of both 1961 and 2001 dunefields plot as a straight line segment
indicating that they are from a single log-normally distributed
population. Although the mean spacing and crest length increase
between 1961 and 2001, the standard deviation, which is indicated by
the slope of the line segment, remains relatively constant. A decrease
in the coefficients of variation in both spacing and crest length
between 1961 and 2001 indicates an overall reduction in the amount
of variability within the populations (Table 4).

5. Discussion

The data suggest low rates of dunemigration for the Victoria Valley
dunes. The rates estimated here are lower than previous estimates for
this dunefield using similar photogrametric methods undertaken over
a 9-year period (i.e. 2.4 m/year) (Calkin and Rutford, 1974) and
suggests an advantage to longer-term monitoring, particularly where
dune migration rates vary considerable through time. When con-
sidered alongside other cold climate studies, our data show that dune
migration rates are low in polar deserts. In particular, when compared
to rates in warm desert environments, which can be between 6 and
35 m/year (Table 5).

Therewas an increase in the dune curvature between1961 and 2001.
This morphological adjustment may indicate increasing wind velocities
(Bourcart, 1928; Howard and Walmsley, 1985). In addition, dune
migration rates were higher between 1981 and 2001 (1.7 m/year).
Together these data suggest dune response to short-term increases in
windvelocities.However, instrumental data are not available to test this.



Fig. 9. Dune morphodynamics in the Victoria Valley dunefield. a) Subset of aerial photographs tma-961-f317 and tma-970-f586 mosaic taken 1/27/1961. b) Subset of aerial
photographs tma-2896-f68 taken 2/3/1981. The dunes are covered in snow. c) LiDAR data collected in December 2001. Mapped dune crest lines are identified by color (online
version) in panel on right. d) Examples of change in two dunes (5 and 7) between 1961 and 2001.
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The increase in dune asymmetry of barchan limbs close to the valley
floor may be due not only to increases in the frequency of strongwinds,
but also the availability of smaller sand dunes that merge preferentially
into that limb. Miotke (1985) noted that the southern limbs of dunes in
Victoria Valley had higher sand flux rates and were subject to higher
wind velocities with distance from the valley wall. As a result those
locations recorded higher rates of migration (Miotke, 1985). Barchan
plan view asymmetry in warm deserts has been attributed to mutli-
directional wind patterns (e.g., Bagnold,1941; Tsoar et al., 1979; Embabi
andAshour,1993) asymmetryof sand supply (Rim,1958), dune-to-dune
collision (Clos-Arceduc, 1969; Hersen and Douady, 2005; Bourke, in
press) or topography (Long and Sharp, 1964; Lettau and Lettau, 1969;
Gay, 1999; Sauermann et al., 2000). In Victoria Valley, asymmetry is
enhanced by dune collision, merging and absorption along the valley
floor to the south of the dunefield.

5.1. Factors influencing low dune migration rates in the Victoria Valley

Most of our knowledge of the factors that constrain dunemigration
are fromwarm desert environments and we assume that these factors



Fig. 10. Image of 1961 dune configuration (a) and corresponding area in 2001 (b) showing dune–dune interactions. Crestlines are traced in solid black lines and numbered. Crestlines
2 and 3 in (a) laterally link to become a continuous crestline 2+3 in (b). The defect of crestline 1 links to the downwind crest 2+3. Note the emergence of a new upwind of crestline
2+3.
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are also important in cold desert environments. They include moist
surface sands, local topographic effects, dune size, variable wind
directions and a difference in the wind intensity (Embabi and Ashour,
1993; Gay, 1999; Dong et al., 2000). In addition, cold climate dunes are
subject to limitations imposed by niveo-aeolian deposits.

Dunemigration rates havebeen showntobe inversely related todune
height (e.g., Finkel, 1959; Long and Sharp, 1964; Hastenrath, 1967). Our
data show that dune height in Victoria Valley is negatively correlated
with theestimatedmigration ratesbut this relationship is not statistically
significant. Belowwe discuss the potential role of niveo-aeolian deposits
and the seasonally reversing winds on the low dune migration rates.
Fig. 11. Image of 1961 dune configuration (a) and corresponding area in 2001 (b) showing
crestline 8 is merging with crestline 10. The result shown in (b) is the destabilization and
discontinuous than the original crestlines. Although the result of this interaction is the forma
will migrate faster to the next downwind crestline and tend toward more complete mergin
5.1.1. Meltwater
Moisture exerts a strong control on the threshold for particle motion

and the widely published consensus is that winds cannot move dune
sand with water contents above 1–2% (see McKenna Neuman and
Nickling, 1989; McKenna Neuman, 2003; Davidson-Arnott et al., 2008;
Bauer et al., 2009), although the authors have observed saltation and
creep during rainfall on sandy beaches. Nonetheless, moist surfaces
impede sand transport and dune migration rates in warm deserts
(e.g., Embabi and Ashour, 1993) and are thought to also limit sediment
transport in Victoria Valley (Lindsay, 1973; Calkin and Rutford, 1974;
Miotke, 1985).
dune–dune interactions. Crestlines are traced in solid black lines and numbered. In (a)
break-up of the crestline 10. The resulting dunes, 9+10 and 10 are smaller and more
tion of new dunes (i.e. a reduction in organization), because the dunes are smaller they
g. The crestlines 6 and 7 and crestlines 9 and 10 laterally link.



Fig. 12. Cumulative probability plots of (a) crest length and (b) spacing, comparing the 1961 and 2001 dunes. See text for discussion.

Table 5
Migration rates of barchan dunes in warm and cold deserts.

Location Climate Topography Rate
(m/year)

Reference

Victoria Valley, Antarctica Hyper arid, Valley 1.5 This work
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In the absence of snow layers, moisture content in the dune sands
of Victoria Valley during summer is low (b2%) (Hubbard et al., 1968;
Calkin and Rutford, 1974; Miotke, 1983). However, dark damp sand
and exposed snow banks have been observed on dune surfaces. They
form flat wind-eroded moist terraces and damp depressions (Miotke,
1985). Within the interdune areas, snow underlying relatively thin
sand deposits melts and the overlying sands sink. In some areas,
thermokarst depressions fill with snowmelt from sand-covered snow
layers and marginally salt effloresces around these ponds. Because of
the low insolation receipt in Victoria Valley, several days are required
to dry out the moist sand (Miotke, 1985).

Data from a short-term study in the Victoria Valley dunefield
indicate that interdune moisture is a significant transport-limiting
control. Miotke (1985) measured the migration rate of 4 dunes over
41 days (November 29th to Jan 1st 1981). Averagemovement rates for
all dunes were similar (9.1–12.7 cm/day). However, a poor correlation
was found between the dune migration rates and the wind velocities,
and it was suggested that the nonlinear response was due to the
variable thickness of sand and snow layers and their proximity to the
surface. In particular the role of the interdune areas was noted where
the production of meltwater within the interdune sequesters sedi-
ment during the short mid-summer period, retards rates of sediment
transport and therefore dune migration (Miotke, 1985).

5.1.2. Frozen ice, snow and sand
During winter the partially melted snow layers and the damp sand

are cemented by freezing water. With increasing sand cover (~few
cm) these solidified layers freeze down to the permafrost and form a
thick ice–sand matrix a few to tens of cm thick. These layers melt/
Table 4
Data summary of dune spacing, crest length and defect density.

1961 2001 Change

Spacing (n=20) (n=19)
Mean (m) 110 130 20
Standard deviation (m) 44 41 −3
Coefficients of variation 0.40 0.31 −0.09
Crest length (n=39) (n=32)
Mean (m) 181 209 −28
Standard deviation (m) 148 147 −1
Coefficients of variation 0.81 0.70 −0.11
Total (m) 8254 7867 −387
Defect density 0.0047 0.0040 −0.0007
sublime slowly if deflation brings the permafrost layers closer to the
surface (Miotke, 1985). Shallow excavations suggest that depth to the
permafrost layer is of the order of 30–50 cm (Lindsay, 1973; Selby
et al., 1974), although these permafrosted layers are often thin and
overlie loose, dry sand. Miotke (1985) found a poor correlation
between dune slope angle and depth to the permafrost and suggested
that the variable distribution and preservation of snow layers were
responsible.

Our data do not inform understanding of the seasonal movement
of dunes, however as dune cornices have been reported (Morris et al.,
1972; Calkin and Rutford, 1974) the mass of the dune is probably
stabilized during the winter, even if not buried by snow. However, the
presence of snow layers up to 10 cm thick within the dune does
suggest that sand transport occurs following snowfall in the colder
months when snow remains long enough on the ground to be buried
by dry shallow surface sands (Calkin and Rutford, 1974). Winter
sediment transport may therefore be confined to locations of
sublimation (Miotke, 1985) which most likely to occur during foehn
southwesterly winds (Speirs et al., 2008).

The instrumented winter maximum wind velocities in Victoria
Valley are frequently greater than 20 m/s and occasionally exceed
30 m/s. Ayling and McGowan (2006) suggest that these high wind
cold
Victoria Valley, Antarctica Hyper arid,

cold
Valley 5.64 (Calkin and

Rutford, 1974)
Hudson bay Quebec Arid sub-

arctic
Peninsula 0.74 (Marín and Filion,

1992)
Ferris dunefield, Wyoming Semi-arid Valley 34.8 (Gaylord, 1982)
Sinai Peninsula Hyper arid Coastal 8.5 (Tsoar, 1974)
Namib Hyper arid Coastal 13.5 (Slattery, 1990)
Baja California, Mexico Hyper arid Coastal 18 (Inman et al., 1966)
Southern Peru. Arid Coastal 26.75 (Hastenrath,1967)
Southern Peru Arid Coastal 23.2 (Hastenrath, 1987)
Salton Sea, Imperial Valley,
California

Arid Sand sea 17.6 (Long and Sharp,
1964)

Imperial Valley, California. Arid Sand sea 17.9 (Norris, 1966)
Selima sand sheet, eastern
Sahara

Arid Sand sea 7.5 (Haynes, 1989)

Taklamakan Desert, China Arid Sand sea 6.1 (Dong et al., 2000)
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speeds are likely to exceed the threshold entrainment velocity of
surficial fine-grained sediments despite the presence of inter-grain ice
bonds. So although winter sediment transport does occur, the com-
bination of snow cover, subsurface ice matrix and sediment moisture
limits significant dune movement until early summer (Speirs et al.,
2008).

5.1.3. Seasonally reversing winds
Dune form, stratigraphy and the abrasion of ventifacts suggest that

themain period of dune building andmigration occurs predominantly
when the winds blow from the east (Calkin and Rutford, 1974; Speirs
et al., 2008). However the low dunemigration rates may be influenced
by the wind reversals (Lindsay, 1973). The potential efficacy of the
reversing winter and, more importantly, summer foehn southwesterly
winds is demonstrated by the presence of steeply dipping eastward
laminae in the dunes. Earlier studies suggested they represented slip-
face-remnants of reverse (i.e. eastward-migrating) winter dunes
(Morris et al., 1972; Lindsay, 1973). Others proposed that they
represent small scale temporary forms superimposed on the overall
westward-moving dunes (Calkin and Rutford, 1974; Selby et al., 1974).
Bristow et al. (2008) use Ground Penetrating Radar to show that net
migration of the dunes is to the west with reversing strata localized at
the crest. Irrespective of these different viewpoints, the “warm” and
dry foehn southwesterly winds of Victoria Valley, which may cause air
temperature changes inwinter of N+40 °C and raise air temperatures
above 0 °C in summer, influence dune migration (Speirs et al., 2008).
These winds would certainly recycle sands within dunes and
undoubtedly contribute to the low and somewhat ‘erratic’ rate of
dune migration observed in Victoria Valley.

5.2. Dunefield evolution

Measurements of dune spacing, crest length and defect density
provide a means to characterize the field-scale organization of a dune-
field pattern. The decrease in the coefficients of variation, total crest
length and defect density and the increase in mean spacing indicate
that the Victoria Valley dune-field organization increased over the
40 years represented by this study. These data match well with other
empirical studies of pattern evolution over time and models of dune-
field pattern evolution as self-organizing systems (Werner, 1995;
Werner and Kocurek, 1999; Ewing et al., 2006; Wilkins and Ford,
2007). Changes in these pattern parameters toward greater organiza-
tion are thought to arise through dune–dune interactions that occur
with bedform migration (see review in Kocurek and Ewing, 2005). As
the dunefield evolves, interactions such as themerging and absorption
of smaller dunes and lateral-linking result in a loss of total crest line
length, while the mean crestline length increases. There is also a
reduction in the total number of defects. These morphodynamics
contribute to an overall increase in dune spacing (Werner andKocurek,
1999).

5.3. Implication for Martian dunes

Because of the remarkably thin atmosphere on Mars, sand has a
higher entrainment threshold compared to Earth (Greeley and Iversen,
1985). Not surprisingly then, the repeated satellite monitoring of sand
dunes during the last decade of missions has not detected sand dune
migration (Zimbelman, 2000). However, a recent discovery suggests
that not only is the threshold wind speed for saltation exceeded at
some locations under present conditions on Mars, but that any sand
that is available for transport is likely to bemoved (Bourke et al., 2008).
These studies were undertaken in the north polar region and showed
that two dome dunes (20mwide) shrank and then disappeared over a
period of 5.7 years. It should be noted that, to date, the majority of
dunes on Mars display no change. This may be a result of dune surface
crusting, sediment induration or infrequent episodes of dune move-
ment. Some dunes on Mars have morphological features that suggest
they may be indurated by niveo-aeolian deposits (Bourke, 2004,
2005). In our Victoria Valley study we find that despite the transport-
limiting controls on aeolian sediment in cold climate deserts that serve
to dampen the rate of dune migration, there is still the potential for
dune movement. On Mars, factors such as seasonal meltwater
production would not have a transport-limiting effect because of the
instability of liquid water at Mars' low atmospheric pressures (global
average of 6.1 mb). In addition, rates of volatile sublimation in near-
surface sediments would be higher due to the lower Martian
temperatures. However, there are significant factors that limit aeolian
sediment transport, in addition to the thin atmosphere. For example,
dunes in the polar regions on Mars are covered by seasonal H2O and
CO2 frosts for 70% of theMartianyear (Bourke et al., 2008) and satellite
images suggest that these frosts inhibit sediment transport.

6. Conclusions and implications

The Victoria Valley dunefield located in the hyper-arid polar desert
in Antarctica is an active dunefield. In the longest study of cold climate
dune migration and morphodynamics to date, we find that cold
climate dunes containing niveo-aeolian deposits and other permafrost
features migrate and deform in a manner similar to dunes in warm
deserts. We have shown a range of dune morphodynamics that
include absorption, merging, coalescing (lateral and downwind), and
the formation of new dunes both upwind and downwind of the
dunefield over our 40-year survey period. These dune–dune interac-
tions have increased overall dune-field organization resulting in a
lower number of dune defects, an increase in mean crestline length,
and an increase in dune spacing.

Prior to our study, the mobility of the sand dunes in Victoria Valley
was suggested by some to be limited to the dune crest shifting because
the dune cores were thought to be permafrosted and, in addition, the
seasonal reversal of valley winds would impede net migration
(Lindsay, 1973; Selby et al., 1974). While noting the high migration
rate of some individual dunes in Victoria Valley, our data show that
over a 40-year time period, our 19 sample dunes migrated on average
1.5 m/year. This rate is significantly lower than warm desert dunes of
this size.

These data suggest that niveo-aeolian deposits and their associated
meltwater do not completely anchor all dunes in Victoria Valley, but
do impede the rate of dune migration. The seasonally reversing winds
also contribute to these low rates of migration but their role has not
yet been quantified by longer-term field studies. Such research would
improved our understanding of the unique polar desert of the
McMurdo Dry Valleys and shed new light on processes associated
with the formation of extensive sand sheets and aeolian landforms
over northern Europe and North America during previous glaciations
and climate reversals.

Our findings advance the understanding of the potential transport-
limiting effect of snow and ice on sand transport not only in cold
climate settings on Earth, but also on Mars and other extraterrestrial
surfaces where fine-grained sediments, snow and ice are present and
subject to transport by wind. We conclude that while niveo-aeolian
deposits may lead to lower rates of dune migration, their presence
does not prohibit dune movement on Earth or, we would suggest, on
Mars.
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